PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOME ASSESSMENT RETREAT

May 2, 2014
8:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Arroyo Room, CAI

8:30 – 9:00  Continental Breakfast

9:00 – 9:10  Welcome and Summary of Accreditation
Recommendation Feedback re. Rec. #2
President Perez

9:10 – 9:20  Updates in the SLO and Program Review Online Systems

9:20 – 10:35 Looking at Learning – Examining the Findings
  ● Questions to Assist with Evaluations
  ● A Model PLO Assessment Using the Roll-up Method
  ● The Assessment Process

10:35 – 11:55 Program Learning Outcomes Assessment Activity
Discussion by departments/disciplines of previous
assessments and mapping to PLOs
Take away: assessment of several PLOs

11:55 – 12:00 Evaluation